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SALES BUSINESS PROCUREMENT 

 

With this deed under private seal between the company La Futura SAS - Piazza Vienna 21/18, 31044 Montebelluna  (TV)  

Mr. (*)     

Birthplace     birthdate    

Address  tax number.   

Company (*)  

Address   

VAT number  

Tel:   Fax:   e-mail:   

 (*) called  Vendor later on 

It is stipulated and agreed the following: 

1) The Vendor entrusts La Futura SAS with the sales procurement, for his own use, of item/s  
undermentioned:____________________________________________________________________________    

 

pictures and documents attached. 

 

2) For the fixed minimum price of €  with the following 
          payment conditions:   

 
3) The Vendor entrust La Futura SAS  with the * exclusive  mandate for the promotion and sale of the  goods above- 

mentioned ( sub.1) with yearly length except for different indications:  3 months (minimum)  4 months  
5 months  6 months  more counted starting from  the subscription an with expiry date reference at the end 
of the month.( * the direct sale is also possible during the time of the mandate with sales commission cut down 
to 50 %). 
 

4) The Vendor guarantees goods are: 
a. functioning / or   
b.  of this own exclusive property,   at his disposal after oral written mandate of the owner 
c.  in the best conditions,   in rather good conditions,   new from and production,   to 

overhaul,  in good conditions,  brand the never been used. 
d. Anyway, in regard with above –mentioned , free from faults that make them inadequate for the 

destined use, that it to say, faults that cause a substantial decrease in their value.    
e. Free from all encumbrances, from actual and/or personal warranties, that any distraint   and 

sequestration. 
 
5) The Vendor is bound to pay La Futura SAS , after sale perfectioning, granted a commission of the sale price, net 

 of taxes and carriage and consequent charges. 
 

6) The commission above-mentioned (sub.5) is to be paid after receiving the item sale price (sub.2) by  one the 
following methods of payment: 

a. bank transfer further to invoice  
b. bank receipt 30 days after date of invoice ( state clear backing bank)   

7) The Vendor item will be published on-line on Enonetexpo site, complete with technical data and pictures; 
associated operators will be informed on the insertion. 
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8) According to this contract, the sale perfectioning means that La Futura SAS hands over the vendor an “purchase  

offer“ signed by a purchaser, referring to the item in matter and comprehensive of requirements coherent with 
the indications stated in sub.2 . The purchaser (personally or throught a referent) is entitled to personally verify 
the actual item condition is corresponding to that declared. 

 
9) The commission mentioned in sub.4 is to paid  La Futura SAS even in the following cases: 

a. missed Vendor’s acceptance of the item purchase  offer; 
b. missed delivery of the item due to any reason, including fortuitous chance of force majeure, after 

sale perfectioning; 
c. in case of sale contract being perfectioned after expiry date as mentioned in sub.3 of this deed 

under  private seal, with a purchaser formerly indicated and/or contacted by La Futura SAS or by its 
associated. 
 

10) Expenses due to the sale contract carryng outb (shipment, packaging, delivery, etc.) ore charged to _____ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

11) For everything not expressly included in this deed under private seal, see the provision of the law stated in the 
book of the Civil Code , III title, XI item. 
 

12) This contract is submitted to the Italian low; only the Italian text bears witness to any controversy that may 
occur, the competence of which is pertaing  to the Court  Treviso.   

 
 
Place and date _______________________ 
 
 
 Owner lafutura s.a.s. 
 _______________ _______________ 
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